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What an odd game. Normally I play entire point and click games without any help or walkthroughs.well rarely at least, but this
game was something else. I felt I was absolutly more interested in the story of the game, than many of the puzzles. There was
also alot to read, so I'll guess I kinda got impatient (for a really patient guy normally). Because of the lack of achievements (I am
happy for that this time), it was simpler to just push the hint button frequently or skip a puzzle, just to see the story.I tend to
want to know how I solve a puzzle though, but a few of the minigames in this game I couldn't understand. So frustrating. In the
end. I like that there was a good story, many fun puzzles, and a few horror elements. I'm gonna end it here with something
weird. Whenever I started the game or alt tabbed, the game had to reload every single time. It didn't take a second, but almost
half a minute each time, and that is really strange for a point and click game. The first game in this serie took only one second.
I'll guess computer power doesn't mean a thing for this game. Recommend buying these two "Nightmare adventure" games in a
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bundle. If I am not wrong there will come more games in this serie, so watch out that too.. The sequel to Witches' Prison, The
Turning Thorn plunges you into the secrets of A.R.C.A.N.E. as they try to use Kiera Vale for their own ends. Decent game,
worth playing. Buy the Nightmare Adventures bundle, though, as the first game helps you understand parts of the backstory
better.. What an odd game. Normally I play entire point and click games without any help or walkthroughs.well rarely at least,
but this game was something else. I felt I was absolutly more interested in the story of the game, than many of the puzzles. There
was also alot to read, so I'll guess I kinda got impatient (for a really patient guy normally). Because of the lack of achievements
(I am happy for that this time), it was simpler to just push the hint button frequently or skip a puzzle, just to see the story.I tend
to want to know how I solve a puzzle though, but a few of the minigames in this game I couldn't understand. So frustrating. In
the end. I like that there was a good story, many fun puzzles, and a few horror elements. I'm gonna end it here with something
weird. Whenever I started the game or alt tabbed, the game had to reload every single time. It didn't take a second, but almost
half a minute each time, and that is really strange for a point and click game. The first game in this serie took only one second.
I'll guess computer power doesn't mean a thing for this game. Recommend buying these two "Nightmare adventure" games in a
bundle. If I am not wrong there will come more games in this serie, so watch out that too.. Another wonderfully dark but fun
game I absolutely loved. I played part 1 (Blackwater Asylum/The Witch's Prison) years ago when I first got into these games,
and when I found out there was supposed to be a part 2, I waited another couple of years to be able to buy it. And I have to say it
was just as good as the first game. So first, the good points: Plotline: Basically it picks up where the first part left off (so I'd
recommend playing part 1 first, it's not entirely necessary but would make it much more enjoyable) and has the same sort of
dark vibe. While not the most realistic storyline (not many of these games are remotely realistic anyway) it's not the silliest, you
can play it without being very actively aware that it's a totally childish exercise. I mean fair enough, these games are usually for
like 7 to 12 year olds apparently, they're pretty tame and a total guilty pleasure for grownu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665adults
but at least this one doesn't feel like it's meant for little kids. Adequately dark for my liking, with a hint of silliness in parts.
General gameplay: Unlike many of my games, this is not in fact a HOG. In fact- you'll see what I mean if you play- it quite
blatantly pokes fun at HOG's with that little bit of silly humour you'll find in it occasionally. If you played the first one, you'll
know this already. So, it plays a bit like a room escape adventure game- or a HOG without, well, the hidden objects, I guess.
That makes it a bit less tedious and fun in my opinion, but it's a matter of taste. The game is a decent length, and doesn't seem
too rushed, which is another bonus for me. Graphics, sound and cutscenes: Cutscenes are tasteful, although the graphics aren't
the most realistic they do very little characters moving around- the cutscenes are in pictures as opposed to dramatized scenes- so
it lacks that corny element that makes me so uncomfortable in some other games. On occasion characters move, but it's done
well enough. The sounds are good, none of this overbearing background music distracting you while you play. There are only a
couple of slight niggles for me: primarily, the fact that it can be very difficult to find where you need to go at times and you
don't get much help- that can make it challenging, or a bit frustrating depending on your mood. Another issue, that I should
mention, was with my PC (I have no idea how it will function for other players) the first time I tried this game it glitched when
it froze and my PC crashed, deleted an inventory item, and left me having to start over. The next time, nearer the end, bits of the
screen went white and eventually all of the screen, and it had to be played in windowed mode to resolve that. I don't know if it's
a bit glitchy in general or if my PC just isn't right for it, but generally my PC works fine with the vast majority of these games
and this one was just a bit awkward, but still functioned for the most part. That aside, this game was really good fun, and I will
most definitely be playing it again.. The sequel to Witches' Prison, The Turning Thorn plunges you into the secrets of
A.R.C.A.N.E. as they try to use Kiera Vale for their own ends. Decent game, worth playing. Buy the Nightmare Adventures
bundle, though, as the first game helps you understand parts of the backstory better.. Another wonderfully dark but fun game I
absolutely loved. I played part 1 (Blackwater Asylum/The Witch's Prison) years ago when I first got into these games, and when
I found out there was supposed to be a part 2, I waited another couple of years to be able to buy it. And I have to say it was just
as good as the first game. So first, the good points: Plotline: Basically it picks up where the first part left off (so I'd recommend
playing part 1 first, it's not entirely necessary but would make it much more enjoyable) and has the same sort of dark vibe.
While not the most realistic storyline (not many of these games are remotely realistic anyway) it's not the silliest, you can play it
without being very actively aware that it's a totally childish exercise. I mean fair enough, these games are usually for like 7 to 12
year olds apparently, they're pretty tame and a total guilty pleasure for grownu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665adults but at least
this one doesn't feel like it's meant for little kids. Adequately dark for my liking, with a hint of silliness in parts. General
gameplay: Unlike many of my games, this is not in fact a HOG. In fact- you'll see what I mean if you play- it quite blatantly
pokes fun at HOG's with that little bit of silly humour you'll find in it occasionally. If you played the first one, you'll know this
already. So, it plays a bit like a room escape adventure game- or a HOG without, well, the hidden objects, I guess. That makes it
a bit less tedious and fun in my opinion, but it's a matter of taste. The game is a decent length, and doesn't seem too rushed,
which is another bonus for me. Graphics, sound and cutscenes: Cutscenes are tasteful, although the graphics aren't the most
realistic they do very little characters moving around- the cutscenes are in pictures as opposed to dramatized scenes- so it lacks
that corny element that makes me so uncomfortable in some other games. On occasion characters move, but it's done well
enough. The sounds are good, none of this overbearing background music distracting you while you play. There are only a
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couple of slight niggles for me: primarily, the fact that it can be very difficult to find where you need to go at times and you
don't get much help- that can make it challenging, or a bit frustrating depending on your mood. Another issue, that I should
mention, was with my PC (I have no idea how it will function for other players) the first time I tried this game it glitched when
it froze and my PC crashed, deleted an inventory item, and left me having to start over. The next time, nearer the end, bits of the
screen went white and eventually all of the screen, and it had to be played in windowed mode to resolve that. I don't know if it's
a bit glitchy in general or if my PC just isn't right for it, but generally my PC works fine with the vast majority of these games
and this one was just a bit awkward, but still functioned for the most part. That aside, this game was really good fun, and I will
most definitely be playing it again.
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